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A new property of pseudo-open functions is presented in this paper. Pseudo-open iunctions 
are monotonic decrc asing with respect o ordinal and cardinal invariants defined by compact and 
sequential closures. 4 weak form of continuity, cakd k-continuous, is defined, charecte -ized and 
used in the proof OL the monotonicity properties of pseudo-open mappings. The rekionships 
between the classes 4.d k-continuous and sequentially continuous mappings in the category of all 
topological spaces ard the continuous mappings in the subcategories of k-spaces and sequential 
spaces are presented 
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1, Introduction 
The main results of this study provide new insight about the natulc of pseudo- 
open functions. In partcular, it is shown that the pseudo-open functions are ordinal 
monotonic decreasing with respect o the ordinal invariants K (compact. order) and 
T (sequentiaf order) ilqtroduced by Arhangelskii and Franklin [2] and cardinal 
monotonic decreasing for cardinal invariants which are uniquely related to IC and (r. 
Since t&se invarianta are defined in the subcategories of k -spaces and sequential 
spaces, this study also contains a presentation of a weak form of continuity, called 
k-continuous, which i! the compact analogy of sequertia! continuity. Charac- 
terizations of these weaker forms of continuity are used in the proof of the 
monotonic properties. 
The definition and czharacterizations of k-cor?t;nuous mappiiags are given in 
Section 3. The monotonicity properties a;*e established in Section 4, and sum- 
in ConcIusion 4.4. The relationshi s between the: propc 
s in the category of all topological paces and in the su 
ue resented in Sectican 5. Examples are presented 
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in Section 6. A11 spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff and the positive integers are 
denoted by IV. 
2. Definhns and preliminaries 
The ordinal invariants for topological spaces which are considered here are the 
compact or&r and sequential order of a space. These notions were introduced by 
Arhangelskii and Franklin [2] and their definitions, with some notational changes, 
are repeated here for conrplete~ess. We will denote by kcl(A) @d(A)) the set of all 
points p such that there exists a compact set K such that p E cl&C n A) (there exists 
a sequence {pi) in A such that pi -) p). AS to whether A* denotes the cy th /c-closure 
or sequential closure of A will be clear from the context. 
Xhefinitions 2.1 [2] Let A be a subset of a topological space X Let A” = A. 
(a,) P’or each non-&nit brdinall Q! = p + 1, let A” = kcl(A@). For each limit ordinal 
+IY Eet Aa. = U (A@ : p c D ,, The compact order of X is defined as u(X)= 
inf$ :A” = &(A), for all A c X}, if this inf exists. 
(b,) I% each non-limit ordinal a = 0 + 1, let A” = scl(A”). For each limit ordinal 
$1, let A” = 13 {A’ : p < a}. The sequential order of X is (defined as o(X)= 
inf(cr : A” = cl~(A), for all A c X}, if this inf exists. 
The following theorems indicate the intrinsic relationship between these ordinal 
invariants and the subcategories of k-spaces and sequential spaces. Piu-t (rz,) of the 
following is amended to include a recent result from [4]. The tightness of X is 
denoted t(X). 
Theorems 2.2 [ 21. (a,) X is a k-space if and only if Ec (X) exists. In this case u(X) s a! 
where cy is the least ordinal of cardinulity t(X)*. 
(b) X is Q sequential space if and only if a(X) exists. In this clase o(.X)C 01. 
Recently cardinal invariants which are related to K and CT in a natural way have 
been .i,ntroduced and studied in [4]. 
e@mitio .3 [4]. Let X be a topological space. The pointwise k-cardinal of X is 
defined as M(X) = sup{PK(A): A c X}, where M(A) is the least cardinal 172 such 
that if q E d(A) and cy is the least ordinal such that (3 E A*, then cztrJ(Ly)s m. The 
k-cardinal of X is defined as K(X) = sup{K(A): A c X}, where K(A) is the 
cardjnality of the least ordinal Q! such that cl(A)= A*. PS(X:l., the pointwise 
sequmztial cardbtal, and S(X), the sequential cardinal, and defined Gmilarlly. These 
cardinal invari;rnts are defined only when t 
Some of the results in [4] relating to this study are the following. 
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BLemtmas 2.3[4]. If X is a topological space and the following cardinal.9 exist, then 
(a) PK(X)sK(X)si PK(X)+, and 
(b) PS(X)GS(X)G PS(X)‘+ 
Thesrem 2.4 [4]. (a) X is k-space if and only if PK(X) exists. In this case PK (X) G 
t(X)* 
(b) X is a k-space if and only if K(X) exists. In this Lase K(X) G t(X)“. 
(c) X is a sequential sAgace if and only if PS(X) exists. In this case, PS(X) s No. 
(d) X is a sequential space if and only if S(X) exists. In this case, S(X) G N 1. 
The following definition wila allow the results of the theorems in Section 4 to be 
stated in terms of monotonicity of a class of mappings. 
Definitions 2.4. Let V be a category of spaces and let 9 be a class of functions 
defined on the spaces in % such that if f E 9 and f is defined on X E %‘, then 
f(Xk K 
(a) If q is an ordinal invariant defined on % and for each f~ 9 and for each 
X E % such that f is defined on X, q(X) 2 q(f (X)), then the class 9 is said to be 
ordinal monotonic decreasing (or q-monotonic) on %. 
(b) If M is a cardinal invariant defined on % and for each jcE 3 and for each 
X E Ce such that f is defined on X, M(X) 2 M(f (X)), then the class 9 is said to be 
cardinal monotonic decreasing (or M-monotonic) on %. 
3. k-continuous mappings 
It is the purpose of this section to properly define and characterize a form of 
continuity which is uniquely suited to the subcategory of k-spaces, P, charac- 
terization of k-continuous mappings is used in the next section on monotonicity of 
pseudo-open functions. Two additional characterizations of sequential continuity 
follow from the results of this section. 
The sequentially continuous functions are those for which the imalge of a con- 
vergent sequence is a convergent sequence This viewpoint of sequenti?: continuity 
does not indicate a nearness preserviug artalogy for k-continuity. In particular, “the 
image of a compact <set is compact” 1s ktisfied by f: [0,1] + R, defined sy f(x) = 0 
I’or rational x snd j*(x)= 1 for uratiok x, Another equivalent way of viewing 
*sequential continuity is: f : X + Y is sequentia!iy continuous if and only if fs : S + Y 
is continuous, for each convergent srfquence S = {p} u {pi : i E N), where pi -+ p. 
Accordingly the follc*wing definition is given. 
continuous for each compact :et K t K. 
to be k-continuous, if fF : ,K + Y is 
From the definition, %he k-continuous image of a. ~wnp&t set i&~ornpact, A 
u&d\ chtrracteiization f k-continuity is: f: x + Y is ~~&~~MKNM if and -only if 
for each compact set K c= X and for each net {x,} in K, if x is a cluster point of {x*), 
then ,@I) is a cluster point of {,f(x,)} in f(K). A vst A c X is k: -timed (mpentiatly 
&IP&) pt *ovided: K n A is closed .ix~ ;K for, ea& compact se% K C= X (if {pf} is ,a 
sequence ia A wherct pi *p, then p E d). Recall in the following pnapositions, that 
the kwclasure (seque:ntiat clgstxe) of a set is not necessarily &closed (sequentldly 
dkoserdl). 
P~~p~sMoni 3.2. Let f : X 3 Y. The following are equivalent. 
I(a) f is kamtinu~~~us. 
(b) f'(H) is k-closed in X, for each k-closed set H c Y. 
(c) f-’ (G) is k-open in X, for each k-open set C c Y. 
(d) j*(kc@I))c= kci(f(A)), for each A c X, 
(e) kJ( f ‘(B))c,f’(kcl(B)), fix each B c Y. 
In vie?{ of the characterizations, (d)and (e), of this proposition, two additionat 
characterizations of sequentia! continuity, (e) and (f), should be added to the list in 
Theorem 3.1 of [S]! as follows: 
Prup&tiom 3.3. ZY e ;/?&914+~g are equbaient fw 44 mapping f : Ik’ -9 X 
(a) f is sequentMy continuous. 
(b) f ‘(5.J) is seq~eI~tiully open, for each sequt?ntiully open set U c Y. 
(c) f1 (H) is sequedqtially closed, for each seqiventially closed set H c Y. 
(d) If 1Y is countable and J:equentMy closed in Y, then f- ‘(N) is sequentially 
closed. 
(e) f(sc:l(A)) C sc:lr(fA )), for each A c X. 
(f) scl( f l(B)) c: jF1(sd(B)), for each B c Y. 
The following theorem and corollary constitute the extension of these charac- 
terizations to asbit rary ordinals,. 
a[lheorem 3.4 A function f : X -+ Y is a k-corrtinuous (sequentiti:ily cotltinuous ) if and 
only r-f (I’ -‘(A))” c f-‘(Aa), f cr each ordinal Q! lcrnd for each A c Y. 
roof. (The proof of the it-continuous case is given.) Let A c Y, and let a! be aal 
ordinal. ‘Then (f-‘(A))‘= f “(A’) by definition and (f’(A))’ c f-‘(A’) by 
position 3.2(e). Suppose for c:ach fl <a), (f ‘(Ai))@ t f-l(A”). Let QY be a non-limit 
ordinal, say cy = fi + 1. Then a.f”$4))@ c f”‘(A’“). By Proposition U(e), 
(f-‘(A))“ = kcl((f-“(Aj)B ~5 kcf(f’(A ‘))c f-‘(trcl(/I@)) -f-$4”). 
us, in this case: 9(J-’ (k)j’” c f -’ ( 
(F'(A))@ cf"(AB), for each @ <CY, . 
(f’(A))” =U((_f’+l(A))P :p<,!ZJC=‘J(~-‘(A~):P <a} 
=f’((4t{AB:P e+=fl(A”). 
Hence, in this cas6: also, (f-“(A))” cfl’(A*). This completes the proof. 
~~rdhy 3.5. A function f: X -) Y is a k-continuclus (sequentially continuous) if 
and only if f(A”& (f(A.))v, f or each ordinal q a.nd for each A c X. 
Proof. From Theorem 3.41, (f’(f(A)))” cf-“((f(A))“). Then, A’ c f ‘([f[L))“) 
and f(A”) c (f(A))“. This completes the proof. 
This slzction is conclulded by a final comment on the relationship between these 
two weak forms of continuity. Examples of 4.3 and 4.4 in [3] show that k-quotient 
and sequentially quotient; are independent notions. In Example 6.3 it is shown th.& 
sequential continuity does not imply k--continuity. However we have the following: 
Theorem 3.6. Every k -eontkuous mupping is sequentMy continuous. 
Proof* Let f: X + Y be a k-continuous mapping, and let {pi} be a convergent 
sequence in X, say pi +;I, Let K = @> u (pi : i E N). Then fK : K + f(x) is k- 
continuous. By Theorem 5.2, fK is continuous. Hence:, siace pi + p in K, f(pJ+ f(p) 
in f(K). Accordingly, f is sequentially continuous. This completes the proof. 
4. Pseudo-open mappins are monotonic ecrieasiug 
The notion of a pseudo+en mapping was introduced by ArhangelsEGii [I]. He 
defines a mapping f: X + Y to be pseudtp-open if for each y E Y and for each open 
set UcX such that f ‘Q& U, then y E knt(f(U)). The equivalent staaejnent, 
f:X-+ Y is pseudo-open if and only if p~cl&?) implies f-‘(p)ncl&f-‘(I3 ,)-S@, 
is used in the proof of the following theorema. 
eudo-open k-continuous mappirrg from a k-space X wzto a 
en k: -continuous urjection defined on a k-space is a quAen t 
is a k-space and K(Y) exists. Let u(X) = 7, and let B c Y. 
clx(f ‘(B”;). Tilen 
-.lL@Iq)& cly(lv)== cl@). 
Since f(p)E cl&V an 12, f ‘(f(p)) 13 dx (f-‘(B)) # $3. Since 
-1 
f 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2: cannot be improved by replacing pse:udo-open SpNith 
quotient, as is shown in ExampIle. &4. Also, in Exara$e 6.5 it is shown that 
monotonicity of a quotiec t mapping does not imply~ the mapping is pseudo-open. 
Let KTOP and STOP be the :subcategories of k-spaces am! sequential spaces 
respectively. From the prt?ceding theorems, and the definitions of the cardinal 
invariants PK, K, PS and ljs the following specific conclusions can be stated. 
oaclnsiorms 4.3. (a) ?7ze c&s of pseudol-open k-continuous .fwctions in KTOP are 
~-monotonic, PK and K-mwzoton,ic. 
(b) 7Yte class of pseudo-open .wquentiully continuous funx~tions in STQP are 
a-morg.otorCc, PS and S-monotonic, 
The .=c,nclusions i  4.3 are specific in the sense that t$ley are made in the restricted 
subcategories KTOP anld §TOP. These conclusions can easily be extended to the 
category of all topological spaces, TOP, by letting kX and SX be the Bi -extension and 
sequential extension of a space X in TOP. The &-extension of a space X is the set X 
retopologized by letting each k-open set be an open set in the larger topology. Define 
SX in the same manner. Now extend the domain of definition of K and a, as 
Arhangelskii and Ranklin [2] indicate, as follows: for each _X in TOP let x(X) = 
#(kXI and V(X) = c(sX). By this method the following more general conclusion 
may be stated. 
ConcIusilons 4.4. (a) The class of pseudo-open k-continuous functions in TOP ure 
K-monot@nic, PK and K-monotunic. 
(bJ Ihe class of pseudo-open sequentially continuous funchms in TOP are u-9 ” 
monotsrzic, PS and S-monotonic. 
sses 
In this section a iunctiona,l characterization of k-spaces is presentecl. From this and 
other known characterizations the relaeionships between the weaker forms of 
continusus (and quotient) mappings in TOP and the continuiry (and quotient) 
properti,es of these mappings in TOP and STOP can be observed. The intrinsic 
connection between 
been shown in 161. 
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sequential spaces and sequentialty con*,dnuous mappings has 
Theorem 5.1 [rj]. A space is sequential if and only if each sequeztiallly cocztiidtious 
T~s, thf EoXlowing characterization of k-spaces comes as ns surprise. It can be 
proven easily by supposing X is not a k-space. The . the ideqntity mapping e : X + kX 
is k-continuous 3uR not continuous. 
Theorem 5.2. A space A’is a k-space if and only if each k-continuous mapping on X is 
cuntinuous. 
Corollsries 5.3* (a) $ : Y 4 + Y is k -continuous if and only if f : k.X + k Y is continuous. 
(b) f : X + Y is seqj wtially continuous if and only if f : sX + sY is itontinuous. 
That is, *the clas! ,f functions in TOP which am k-continuous (sequentially 
continuous) i:s precis ly the class of functions which are continuous in MTCIP (SKIP). 
In regard to the t :havior of quotient mappings in the subcategories KTCIP and 
STOP, we refer tr the classes of k-quotient [3] (and sequentially quoCen~ IS] 
mappings. A mappa ,lg f : X + Y is k-quotient (sequentially quotient) provided: M is 
k-closed (sequentially closed) in Y if and only if f-‘(H) is k-closed (sequentially 
closed) in X. Clearly, every k-quotient (sequenti.aTly quotient) mapping is k- 
continuous (sequea;l tially continuous). From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of [_‘I and 
Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 in [S], the following statements are valid. 
Theorem 5.4. If X is k-space (sequential space ), then every quotient snapping defined 
on X is k-quotient (sequentially quotient). 
Theorem 5.5. Y‘ is a k-space (sequential space) if and only if every k-quotient 
(sequentially quotient) continuous mapping onto Y is quotient. 
CoroUaries 5.6. (a) f : X + Y is k-quotient if and only if f : kX -, k Ii/ is quotient. 
is 
(b) f : X + Y is sequentially quotient if and only if f : SX + sY 15 quotien f. 
That is, the class of functions in TOP which are k-quotient (sequentia!ly quotient) 
precisely the class of functions which are in quotients in KTOP (!‘YtiP). 
e to one compact k-quotient sequentially +olient 
necessarily a k-space. 
250 .t &XW? )’ #%edQnU~en fWCtiQttS 
Consider Arens’ space, A = ((0, 0)) u {(I. jn, l/m): k, m E N} topobgized as 
follows: each ((l/n9 l/m)} is open and a basic cpen n hood of (0,O) is any se”c of the 
form 
((0, O)}v ((lf ?a, l/m): Yp, 3 no, m 2 mil}. 
Tke set ((0,O)j is k-open, but not open Thus, i is no ,B &-space:. Let A* be the set A 
with the discrete topology. Let e : A * -+ A be the identity mapping. The Ieompact sets 
in both A and A* are finite. CIe;;hsJy U? is continuous one to one compact and both 
k-quotient and sequentially quotient, but not quoticat as e-‘({(O,O)}) is open but 
((0,O)) is not open in A. Note that sA -. kA = A*. 
Examplie 6.2. Thertz is a continuous o,oen countable to one mappingf,from a sequential 
space onto a convergent sequence such that kcX(fM1(A)) # ,f-‘(kcl(A)) and 
scl(f’(A)) # f '@cl(A)). 
Consider the space 
S~=((@,O)}u{(l/n,O):nrEiV}u{(,5/n, lfm):n,mEW} 
in [2] and [4], and let f be the horizontal projection onto X = ((0 I, 0)) u 
( - I, l/m): m E IV} with the usual relative topology. Then 
(0, O)Ef'(kcl({(- 1, l/m): m E NJ)), 
but 
(0, O)E kcl(f-I({(- 1, l/m): m EN))). 
Also, 
m: (52) = ii?-(&) = 2 > 1 = K (f (52)) = V( f (S2)) 
and 
~(%!.-. S(S*)== 2> 1 =K(f(&))= S(f(&)). 
Example 63, There is a sequentially continuous one to one open perfect 
ous) mapping defined r)n a compact space, which is not k-continuous. 
(not cmtinu - 
Let 3’ be the ordinal space [0, In], where 0 is the first uncountable ordinal. The 
sequential extension of Y, sY, has the same open sets with the singullar exception that 
{fij is open in s I’: The identity mapping e : Y -3, SY has all the properties me 
above. Hut e is not k-continuous, because {n} is &-open in SY and a(n) = e-‘((0)) is 
sequenMly qpen in Y but not It-open in Y. 
e 
etric :rpaee wh 
sequence csvering [ 81. 
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Consider Sz as the quotient space of the disjoint topvlogical union, X, of the spaces 
(8) u {1./j : j E N}. Then the quotient mapping has the pk’operties melctioned and 
K(X) = U(X) = a< 2 = K ($) = a(&). 
It should be noted that since compact covering and sequence covering mappings 
are not necessarily monotonic, these: com*,a\ct and sequential cnalogs of pseudo-open 
mappings do not suffice to insure monotonicity. They are analogous to pseudo-open 
mappings in the sense that they distinguish points in the closure of a set versus 
distinguishing non-closed sets as the quotient mayjpings do. 
Example 6.5. Monotonicity of a quotient mQpping f<om a locally compact count&y 
compact space onto a compact space does nor imply swt the mappirzg is pseudo -open I 
Let Y = [0, J2] be the ordinal space of Example 6.3. Let X1 = Y -{ni and let X2 
be the subspace of Y consisting of all limit ordinals. Let X be the disjoint topological 
union of Xi and X2. The mapping f : X + Y defined by f(a!) = it’ is a quotient mapping 
which is not pseudo-open and i is imonotonic because K (X)1 = 1= K(Y). 
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